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Art Basels official annual publication captures and documents the exhibitions in Basel, Miami Beach, and
Hong Kong, and goes beyond them, featuring interviews, portfolios, essays about contemporary art, and
personal highlights from artists, curators, collectors and museum directors. With its A-Z format, this year's

publication, designed by Gavillet & Cie (Geneva), maps the world of Art Basel alongside profiles
spotlighting each of the 500-plus galleries that participated across the three fairs in 2018. Interviewees and
contributors include Lara Almarcegui, Rasheed Araeen, Andrea Bellini, Diana Campbell Betancourt, Ryan

Gander, Ingvild Goetz, Val rie Knoll, Lynn Hershman Leeson, Lubaina Himid, Kathy Noble, Irene
Panagopoulos, Fran ois Quintin, Michael Rakowitz, Agustin Perez Rubio, Semiconductor, Suhanya Raffel,
Xiaoyu Weng, Haegue Yang, Nina Zimmer and many others whose work contributed this year to the fairs on

all three continents.

Where is the art markets largest centre? And which demographic spent the most in 2019? Discover key
findings from. Learn more about our partnership with Art Basel from Hong Kong Basel to Miami Beach. Art
Basels global director Marc Spiegler on the evolution of Art Basel as the worlds premier art trading. The

virtual Art Basel art fair saw robust sales of highpriced art as the art world gets comfortable with.

Art Basel

It was rescheduled for March 2021. Dont miss Miami Art Basel and Miami Art Week news and events. Art
Basel Miami known for wild celebrity parties hosted a sobering performance coordinated by Tara Subkoff and
featuring Selma Blair commenting on the sexual harassment and abuse allegations. But large inperson art
fairs have been on hold since March after the early closure of the Tefaf Maastricht fair in the Netherlands

where an exhibitor tested positive for the coronavirus. The Art Basel is indisputably the worlds biggest fair in
the international art market . The Miami Beach show is slated to. Somehow I fell into the VIP room. Last year

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Art Basel


Art Basel was postponed from June to September before being cancelled altogether. Home Breaking News Art
Basel in Switzerland has again postponed its eponymous fair.
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